
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
Create a 5.5” x 5.5” white card base. Layer a red cardstock of 5.3” x 5.3”. Layer another 5.1” x 5.1” green checker pattern paper, distressed along the 

edges with brown ink. 

Layer a 4.5” x 4.75” white cardstock in the center. Layer another 4.3” x 4.55” yellow pattern paper, distressed along the edges with brown ink.  

Layer a strip of 1.5” x 5.5” green pattern paper, distressed along the edges with brown ink, over a 1.7” x 5.5” white cardstock and add a punch border 

along the bottom of the cardstock. Affix this along the bottom half of the card, over the yellow pattern paper. 

Stamp the image from Missing You stamp set with versafine ink on watercolor paper and color with distress markers. Die cut the image with a circle die 

and attach a die cut scalloped frame (using red cardstock) behind the image. 

Adhere a pearl string around the edge of the main image circle and affix this image near the top, centered.  

Stamp the hedgehog image from Critters in Love set with versafine ink on watercolor paper, color with distress markers and fussy cut it. Overlap this 

image over the bottom left of the first image using 3D foam tape. 

Die cut the Kisses banner (using yellow cardstock) and affix over the bottom of the green pattern paper and add a floral lace over the top of the kisses 

banner. Add some mushroom buttons over the floral lace. 

Apply stickles on the circles of girl’s mushroom hat, wings and flower as well as the heart shapes on the hedgehog’s mushroom.  

Apply glossy accents generously on the girl mushroom hat, on the hedgehog’s mushroom and the mushroom buttons.  

Add 2 die cut butterflies (using yellow cardstock) over the green pattern paper on both sides of the images and adhere some dew drops and rhinestones 

on the top left and top right of the card as well as on the butterflies.  

Lastly, apply some liquid pearl on the girl mushroom hat, mushroom buttons and areas surrounding the butterflies. 

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

 

Penny Black Products Used:  30-279 missing you, 

30-208 critters in love, 51-099 hugs & kisses, 51-132 

flights of fancy 

Additional Products: Strathmore watercolor paper, 

Versafine black onyx ink, distress markers, floral lace, 

mushroom buttons, glossy accents, stickles star dust, 

rhinestone, liquid pearls, ranger edge distresser, 

Martha Stewart puncher, pearl string ,foam tape, dew 

drops 

 

 

 

 

 


